
There were lots of different jobs for people working on the railways. 
Look at each object — can you work out what it was used for and 
who might have used it? Have a go at matching each object to a job role.   

EXPLORING 

RAILWAY JOBS 

A Railway Guard who had 
to communicate with the 

train driver   

A worker in a Locomotive 
Works being paid to build    

engines 

A Signalman who used equipment to let others 
know if the railway line was clear for trains 

A steam locomotive Fireman 
who puts coal on the fire 

The Driver who controls a 
steam locomotive 

An Engineer working on a 
railway track when trains 

were running 

A locomotive designer       
creating drawings in            

an office 



A locomotive Driver would wear 
this type of hat. 

 
A Signalman used this equipment 
to let others know if the railway 

line was clear 

If Engineers had to work on a      
railway track, the Lookout would 
warn them if a train was coming.  

Someone building engines in a      
locomotive works would hand in 

this pay check to get paid for work. 

A locomotive designer could use 
this heavy metal paperweight to 
hold down drawings in an office. 

A Railway Guard would use this 
lamp to communicate with the 

train driver. 

A locomotive Fireman would use 
this to shovel coal into the fire. 

How many objects did you match to the correct railway job? Take a look below... 

Carry on to the next page if you want to find out more about the different jobs.. 



This piece of equipment was used in a railway 
SIGNALBOX.                                                      
It is called a BLOCK INSTRUMENT.            
The signalman would change the position of the 
needle on the front to show whether the railway 
line between signal boxes was clear for a train to 
travel on. To operate the railways safely, people 
working in signal boxes controlled the lines and 
communicated with people in other signal boxes 
to tell them when the line was clear.  

This LOOKOUT ARMBAND was used by the person whose 
job title was a LOOKOUT. If Engineers had to work on the 

railway track when trains were running (for example to fix 
something), it was the Lookout’s job to let the workers know 
when a train was coming so they could move to somewhere 

safe. They let them know by making a loud noise using a horn 
or rattle. This job role still exists today.  

Here is a photograph of a signalbox. 
These were positioned along the railway. 
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This SHOVEL is used by a steam locomotive’s FIREMAN, who works with the driver 
on the footplate. It is the fireman’s job to keep the locomotive’s fire going by  

shovelling coal into the firebox. The fire heats the water in the locomotive’s boiler to 
create steam. The steam enters the cylinders at high pressure to push the pistons, 
which turn the wheels around to move the locomotive. 

This sort of hat is worn by a STEAM LOCOMOTIVE DRIVER who controls 
the engine from the cab (footplate). The hat is made from ‘grease top’  
material so that any sparks coming out of the locomotive’s fire would not 
cause the hat to catch on fire! It would also provide some protection from 
rain - although the driver’s cab has a roof, it can still be a wet and windy place 
as the train travels along!  

Here is a poster showing a 
steam locomotive driver and 
fireman on the footplate. 
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This HANDLAMP was carried by a RAILWAY GUARD, 
whose job it was to tell the train driver when it was safe to 

leave the station.  The guard could signal to the driver  
using flags or hand signals, but this would be difficult when 
it was dark, so the guard would use a lamp. You can change 

the colour of the light by twisting the handle to select a 
different coloured lens inside. The red light meant STOP.  
The green light meant GO.  What do these colours remind 

you of? The light was powered using a type of fuel called 
paraffin to create a candle flame inside.  

The driver and fireman of a locomotive would also use a MASHING 
CAN like this while they were working. The mashing can was used like a 

flask to carry a hot drink. It was kept on a shelf above the fire hole 
door, where the heat from the fire kept it hot. Sometimes they would 
fry bacon and eggs by putting them on a shovel in the fire. They had to 

be careful not to put it too far into the fire or the food could be 
sucked in by the vacuum of air! 
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This heavy metal PAPERWEIGHT would have been 
used in an office to hold down paperwork. It could 
have been used in the railway drawing office in Derby 
where designs for steam locomotives were produced. 
The job of a draughtsman was to create technical 
drawings of these designs on paper. This paperweight is 
stamped underneath with ‘Midland Railway Company’.  

This metal token is called a PAY CHECK (or wage 
token) They were used by people in the buildings 
where locomotives were built and repaired. Until 
more recent times, workers were paid their wages 
once a week in cash. On pay day they would ‘clock 
in’ and be given a pay check with a unique identity 
number on it. At the end of the day, they would 
hand their pay check in to the office to receive 
their money.   Here are workers queuing for their wages 

somewhere similar to a locomotive works. 

Inside a locomotive works drawing office. 
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